
 

 

  SECEM 
    (TOTAL PAGES : 05) 

 
COL/DA/025/IONS               22 AUG 13 
 
 
FROM  : HICOMIND, COLOMBO  
  
TO      : INTEGRATED HEADQUARTERS OF MOD (NAVY), NEW DELHI 
   (FOR PDFC) 
 
      

IONS OPERATIONAL SEMINAR AND PREPARATORY WORKSHOP 2013 
AT MUMBAI FROM 11-13 SEP 2013  

 
 
1. REFER TO IHQ MOD(N)/DFC LETTER FC/1113/IONS/SW DATED 12 JUL 13.  
  
2. IHQ MOD(N)/DFC VIDE LETTER IBID HAD REQUESTED THE COMPLETE PAPER 
OF SPEAKER OF SRI LANKA NAVY FOR IONS OPERATIONAL SEMINAR AND 
PREPARATORY WORKSHOP 2013 SCHEDULED TO BE HELD AT MUMBAI FROM 11-13 
SEP 2013. THE COMPLETE PAPER ON “CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
MARITIME COOPERATION AMONG INDIAN OCEAN REGION NAVIES” WILL BE 
PRESENTED BY CAPTAIN HGUD KUMARA AND CAPTAIN PS DE SILVA IS ENCLOSED. 

 
3. FORWARDED FOR INFORMATION AND NECESSARY ACTION, PLEASE. 

 
       

 
 
 
 
 
(SUMEET KAPOOR) 
CAPTAIN, IN  

       DEFENCE ADVISER 
ENCL :-     AS ABOVE 
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       ENCLOSURE TO DA, HCI, COLOMBO SECEM 
       COL/DA/025/IONS DATED 22 AUG 13 
 

 
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR MARITIME COOPERATION AMONG INDIAN 

OCEAN REGION NAVIES 
 

Presented By 
 

Captain HGUD Kumara & Captain PS De Silva 
 

Introduction 
 
 The Indian Ocean has its significant importance as a maritime region due increasing 
avenue for Global Trade and arena for Global Security.  In view of rising prosperity in Asia, 
Linking the producer and consumer in respect of natural resource flows across the middle 
east, Africa and Asia and contributions in maintaining Global Supply chain and networks, 
has further enhance the important of this Indian Ocean Region than ever before. 
 
 In order to maintain secure maritime environment in region it is sine qua non to 
overcome the significant maritime security issues which are in both global and regional 
nature and has effected badly towards maritime trade.  
 
 Hence, to mitigate these issues in order to maintain secure maritime region it is 
important that the cooperation be maintained in highest order among the Navies. Therefore 
it is important to identify the challenges which are common to the Indian Ocean Region 
Navies.  
 
 It is vitally important that all maritime nations realize the threats they face from the 
sea. Transnational crimes such as human smuggling, piracy, drug trafficking, terrorism and 
smuggling of supplies for terrorism, have space to take place because of the lack of 
adequate domination of the sea. The increasing number of sea going vessels and their 
growing diversity makes the identification of potential threats very difficult. Threats also exist 
to Sea Lanes of Communications.(SLOCS) As high quantities of cargo crosses these sea 
lanes, it is vital to maintain the highest level of security. In other words safe sea lanes of 
communications are vital to International trade and energy security. Countries must realize 
that with the increasing sophistication displayed by non state actors the first line of defense 
is shifting beyond the shore. 
 
Challenges 
 
 The way ahead is for navies worldwide to focus their resources in enhancing maritime 
security operation & adopt cooperative efforts to deny unlawful elements and non state 
actors from exploiting the freedom of the seas. To achieve this we need share intelligence 
and above all have the right attitude and commitment to get the job done. Our adversary 
who loiters in open seas is a master of deception; and will make use of the loopholes in the 
international maritime law to appear legitimate. How prepared and more importantly how 
committed are we in dealing with this development threat?  
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 The survival of the global population is dependent on maritime trade. SLOCS today 
are highly vulnerable to terrorist and pirate attacks, which threaten this critical lifeline. 
Transportation of weapons of mass destruction, and container terrorism are also possibilities 
that further complicate the issue. Preparation to counter maritime terrorism cannot be 
undertake alone, and needs transnational support, unlike combating terrorism activity on 
land. Use of one’s land, infrastructure and institutions to prepare and propagate terrorism in 
another state must never be condoned. The artery of financial and logistic support is the 
center of gravity of maritime terrorism, and this must be countered by decisive action in 
keeping with the obligation of a recognized and responsible sovereign’s state. These action 
should transaction boundaries, and override the common human tendency to react only 
when one’s own interests at stake. We all need to go that extra mile. This is the only way to 
isolate terrorist and criminal group at sea, halting them from shifting their support block from 
one place to another. 
 
 In fulfilling counter action, strengthening naval forces, in number and capability for 
superior surveillance and offensive action is mandatory. Effective protection of choke point 
and harbors and from suspected high risk vessels need special attention. Managing a 
database of regional merchant traffic by a multilateral regional/sector authority is what is 
needed today. The importance of dominating and controlling ones coastline need to be 
emphasized particularly in the case of an island nation. Last but not least the human related 
aspect of men behind these valuable maritime assets deployed for counter action matter 
most and must be highly motivated, adequately equipped, professionally trained, and 
provide with a clear ROE’s and unwavering leadership.  
 
 Distrust among the navies, lack of information/ intelligence sharing, outmoded legal 
frameworks and lack of state of the art joint mechanism to face the environmental 
challenges can be named as the other challenges faced by the regional navies in respect of 
better cooperation. 
 
 Distrust among the navies may occur due reasons such as misinformation, 
misinterpretations, misperception, Security issues clashing with political agendas and 
involvement/influences of non state actors.  
 
 Establishing of robust ties between the maritime powers in the region is essential not 
just as the diplomatic level but in wider shape and scope in the operational level. Ineffective 
treaties extolling cooperation and token joint naval exercises are no longer enough. There 
has to be deep rooted commitment to cooperation among these powers. Proper intelligence 
sharing and timely communication between the navies is essential. 
 
 Political will at the national and international levels to develop an inter-agency 
approach to acknowledge regional threats faced by countries and their difficulties in dealing 
with these threats and most importantly the will to mitigate these threats affectivity even 
though it has no direct bearing to one’s own country. Political differences between countries 
have been an obstacle in such efforts. Confidence building is necessary for successful 
partnership. Navies have high role to play in strength confidence among the maritime 
community for the common good. 
 
  There are legal difficulties relating to the ability of a country to intervene with regard to 
such threats in international waters. Despite the existence of various treaties, there is 
insufficient commitment at a multinational and bilateral level to combat the transnational 
operations and crimes committing by non state actors. This lack of effective intervention 
arising  from  an  outmoded  legal framework  and  inadequate multinational  commitment to 
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combating transnational crimes needs to be addressed to successfully face future 
challenges to maritime security. This level of cooperation can only be achieved if only we all 
realize that no matter how powerful we are individually, so long we act in isolation, we will be 
ineffective against threats arising from the transnational operations of non state actors. 
Regional cooperation to handle the environmental and natural disaster issues is vital. 
Unfortunately, large number of planet’s natural disasters happens to hit our region. The 
Boxing Day tsunami of 2004 demonstrated the level of death and destruction that can be 
brought to our region by a mega disaster. Climate changes, global warming, rising sea levels 
and frequent flood and droughts are few other disasters. Hence it is essential to introduce a 
regional collaborative mechanism to mitigate and reduce potential impact on environmental 
issues.  
 
Opportunities 
 
 Since, the regional navies are administering a common scope in training this will 
immensely contributes towards better naval cooperation in the region. 
 
 Further, since all the regional countries are facing the threats in common nature and 
thereby their challenges are almost same it also is contributing towards better cooperation. 
Most navies in the region possess the following capabilities which could be diverted to 
counter the modern threats through joint or coordinated efforts. 
 

 Experience gained by each navy in dealing with different threats. 

 Lessons learnt and molding the training accordingly and where required 
implement mission oriented training. 

 The ability to report and transfer information to build a common operational 
picture to facilitate effective deployment. 

 Swift communication and information systems  for cooperation  at sea and 
ashore. 

 State of the Art small craft or ship borne helicopters or UAVs for 
reconnaissance and swift data transfer. 

 Dedicated trained boarding teams. 

 Network centric warfare capabilities. 

 Rules of Engagements ROEs backed by regional legal frameworks. 
 
 When considering the opportunities in cooperation in any area in the region cultural 
and religious affiliations plays a major role.  They are almost identical and having an 
exclusive peculiarity to the region. Indian Ocean has been one of the strongest unifying 
factors in history. Waters of this ocean have carried religions, languages, traditions, across 
thousands of miles from one shore to another. These factors have shaped this region into a 
one civilization. Sri Lanka and all the other regional countries are indebted to India forever 
as we got the most precious gift ever a country can get from a genuine friend. That is 
Buddhism. Although, sadly now the original doctrine of the Lord Buddha does not exist in 
India, we have managed to protect it as this is the best way to reciprocate the generosity 
extended by a true friend. If we consider the eras which this region had the strongest ties 
amongst the people and the countries it was the era which the Buddhism was alive. 
Unfortunately when the Buddhism was not been given with the due states and when 
considered as just a religion Buddhism disappeared from the world. But only the wise shall 
realize that it is not a religion but the reality (yatha butha gnana dassanan). 
 
 Further, the strongest cultural affiliations the region had been during the era which the 
Buddhism was alive in the region. Hence, whatever the religions we practice today we 
should realize the fact that the best lessons we can learnt is from the history. 
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 When considering the support which can be obtained from the user states of the 
Indian Ocean region it is a good opportunity as these countries have the willingness to 
contribute particularly in the aspect of providing required resources as their requirement is to 
see the region as trouble less for smooth functioning of the trade activities. This is an 
opportunity which can be exploited if carefully and diplomatically handled by the regional 
Navies.   
 
 At present, there are few organizations involved to promote the maritime security in 
the IOR such as Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS) which was initiated by India in 
2008 aims to increase regional maritime understanding and co-operation. Any navies of the 
littoral states of the IOR by providing and open and inclusive forum for discussion of 
regionally relevant maritime issues and to generate a flow of information from  between 
professionals, possibly agreements on the way ahead. IONS is developing along similar line 
to that of the western pacific Naval symposium.  
 
 By participating in important change of ideas such as the Galle Dialog, India’s 
Andaman & Nicobar Island based activity Milan and more general bilateral passage 
exercises with Indian Ocean nation also represent those countries commitment to this 
significant region. 
 
  Let me introduce ASEAN Defence ministers meeting plus (ADMM-Plus) while this is 
not a specifically Indian ocean centric organization, It included Indian Ocean rim countries 
such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Myanmar. Importantly, the plus countries brings 
key Indian Ocean stakeholders such as Australia, India, China and US to the table. The 
ADMM- plus offers a valuable frame work for particle maritime security and counter 
terrorism.  
 
Conclusion 
 
 The proposed regional cooperation can be achieved only by changing the attitude of 
decision makers. Hence it is paramount to make the international organizations such as UN 
on the reality of these issues. Unconditional support by all members of the UN towards all 
those sovereign state that are being challenged and attacks by terrorist through their global 
terror network. Rationalizing terrorism and the double standards, inaction discrimination or 
indifference against those fighting terrorism in any form is wrong and need to be 
reconsidered for the betterment of future generations. Such action invariably conveys a 
wrong massage and encourages terrorist and their supporters that they have sympathy and 
a support block, no matter what violence they perpetrate.  
 
  
 We all would agree that as multilateral security architecture the IOR remain 
underdeveloped compared to Asia – Pacific. Therefore, need to develop the robust IOR 
security architecture. 
                  
 From the multitude of the challenges that I have out lined, it is evident that the 
security of the system is beyond the capacity of the single nation cooperation and 
collaboration is the key. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


